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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a tie dynamics model that can be used to simulate personal network evolution for broader modeling systems. Drawing from a theoretical and methodological framework previously applied to life course events in the Dutch context, this study adds empirical evidence for the case of a two wave personal networks panel, collected in a four timeframe period. Using an Origin-Destination survey to account for non-existing ties, the dataset provides the support to model an initial phase (tie formation) and an adaptation phase (tie evolution), with a population wide scope.

The model results add empirical evidence about the relevance of the role of homophily (similarity between social contacts) in aspects such as age, gender, and similar occupation, especially in the initial phase. In contrast, the adaptation phase is strongly related with heterophily, possibly reflecting variety seeking behavior. Other factors, such as the evolving role of geographical distance and personal network size, also illustrate further aspects that need to be taken into account on these processes.
1. **INTRODUCTION**

The last ten years, the travel behavior literature have experienced an increasing thread of literature devoted to understand and modeling social interactions and social influence (1). This is motivated in part since recreational and social trips are increasingly relevant purposes in the last years, and that there is still an important gap in understanding this important part of daily mobility (2). The focus on these purposes is partly driven by the need of better forecasting future travel demand, especially if the broader traveler’s context wants to be taken into account through activity-based approaches (3; 4). The interest is not only confined on demand outputs, but also on assessing the broader impact of transport on quality of life, where socializing is an important part, not only because people’s basic need to interact with others, but also due to the relevance of social support exchange, both material and emotional (5; 6).

Social networks have been a central focus on the study of social activities with the hypothesis that good understanding and modeling of these purposes need to take into account explicitly the characteristics of those people with whom travelers interact (7). Starting from experiences in Sociology and other related fields, these studies have improved our knowledge in a broad range of aspects, such as data collection methods (8), simulation models (9), and the role of key variables such as distance (10; 11), frequency of interaction (12; 13), activity scheduling and time use (14), and information and communication technologies (15; 16).

All this research has been recently expanded towards the need of understanding and modeling the embedded dynamic processes for example in personal network formation and maintenance. From a behavioral perspective, the role of transport in aspects such as social interaction, network capital, and accessibility to people are part of processes that are difficult to grasp without dynamics (17). From a modeling perspective, dynamics are crucial aspect when moving to activity-based approaches, which require incorporating aspects such as learning and stress (18), as well as focusing on long-term, life-course processes (19). In this latter aspect, recent efforts on modeling social network dynamics for travel behavior require to build a “proof of principle” about their feasibility and possibility to be expanded and applicable to useful modeling systems that focus of transport related questions. A key element on this regard, it is the ability of mimicking population wide processes that expand the scope from sample based analysis and models.

With that motivation in mind, and building from recent theories and methodologies developed in the field, the objective of this paper is to present a model that illustrates a method to study personal network dynamics at a population wide level. The analysis uses data from a dedicated personal network collection as well as population wide data. Personal network data was empirically collected in a dedicated two year panel whereas population wide data comes from a representative Origin-Destination survey collected in the study area. The model focuses on the changes in people’s social networks in a four year period, assessing the most relevant aspects that influence maintaining, incorporating or losing a social contact.
The study uses an egocentric or personal networks perspective, consisting on the specific social contacts (known as *alters*) with whom a specific person interacts (known as *ego*). Personal networks concentrate on “core” social contacts, that is, those people that have certain emotionally close level with the ego, excluding acquaintances. Thus, the study focuses on the evolution of social activity-travel with these most relevant, “core” social contacts. This study sets and arbitrary time frame (four years) without pre-imposing specific conditions, but looking at change in a somewhat medium to short period of time, contrasting with recent research that focus on social interaction dynamics when key lifecycle events occur (20). In this way, this paper complements Sharmeen *et al.* (21-24) insights on social networks dynamics, by looking at people who did not have necessarily important cycle events on the period of time studied.

In this sense, this study also adds empirical experience on using data that incorporate explicit tie dynamic information, as well as population wide information, adding empirical experience on the usefulness of fusion methods to understand social activity-travel. In addition, the paper serves as an illustration and contrast with the empirical framework developed by Arentze (9) to simulate personal network dynamics. Finally, this paper serves as useful comparative point with results obtained in the Netherlands with the same framework, but focusing on specific events rather than an arbitrary timeframe, which enables the analysis to understand social interaction dynamics that occur in other, more routinely situations.

The article is structured in five sections. The next section corresponds to a brief conceptual overview regarding the study of social network dynamics in the context of social activity-travel. The third section consists of a brief description of the data and methods used in the study. The fourth section describes the results obtained from the models, followed by final section of summary and conclusions.

2. **CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW**

Social network dynamics has been studied explicitly in the Sociological literature from the 1990s. Suitor *et al.* (25), for example, discuss four key aspects that are important when studying network dynamics, remarking the importance of core ties, social support, ego’s characteristics (e.g., marital status, geographical area, age, and gender) and the broader cultural context on network turnover. Empirically, there is a broader set of results in the Social Networks literature that constitute an important background for this research; some examples are provided here. In their study in Toronto, Wellman *et al.* (26) analyzed the change on personal networks in a ten year interval, and the influence of personal circumstances – such as occupational status and residential location – and the role of the ties (family versus friends). Their results show that constant telephone interaction and social support affect positively tie maintenance over time. On the other hand, marital status – especially on women – involves changes on network ties, especially losing friendship ties. Interestingly, they report a strong turnover in personal networks, with a very small, core kin network as a stable component. Similarly, studies among young French (27) also show dramatic changes as they become adults, identifying end of studies, new employment, and going into a relationship as factors for reducing ties; and remaining single or having
specific jobs as factors for increasing ties. Using data from two waves of 2-3 years in between, Bowling et al. found complementary trends for elderly people (28), especially in terms of the tendency of losing ties as ages progresses, and the need of other informal support as family members change due to aging. Finally, studies in the context of Kenya (29; 30) add further evidence in terms of the low levels of stability over short periods of time and the intrinsic measurement bias that these panels have, in terms of people recalling alters who were mentioned on the previous wave.

In the travel behavior field, interest on dynamics has been a subject of interest for some time, in terms of data collection and modeling methods, as well as the behavioral insights that they can provide (31). Indirectly, dynamics has also been part of the discussion regarding understanding mobility geographies and life-course events (32). However, only the very recent work by Sharmeen and colleagues has focused more specifically on social network dynamics and travel behavior, by using a retrospective, lifecycle event data driven collection process (21-23). In the first study of their series (21), they analyze how life events influence travel behavior, including as endogenous variable the individual’s personal network size, finding that the most important variable that influences changes in size is the change in marital status. In fact, they find that a marital status change involves a diminishing on personal network size. In another study, Sharmeen et al. (22) concentrate more explicitly on social network dynamics and lifecycle events, showing that people younger than 20 years old and men tend to create new ties after an event. Similarly, a high educational level and larger original network sizes also influences a higher probability of building new ties. Finally, in a third study of their series, Sharmeen et al. (23) discuss the role of the geographic context on the dynamics of face-to-face interaction and – implicitly – on the social interaction and tie dynamics.

The interest in the travel behavior field is not only on understanding the embedded processes, but on providing theoretical and empirical background that could be useful for simulation models that could be fed into activity-based approaches (9). A key guiding principle from the Social Sciences literature on these processes is homophily, that is, the tendency of people to have relationships with other with similar characteristics (33). In the modeling framework presented next, this homophily principle is combined with two aspects. First, the models incorporate key socio-demographics available on the datasets, such as age, gender and occupation. Second, the framework also considers distance as an important factor, still determinant for social network dynamics in the current information age (34). Next section concentrates on the data and methods used for those purposes.

3. DATA AND METHODS

3.1. Data description

3.1.1. Two year panel personal networks data collection

The main dataset comes from two collection efforts performed in the years 2008 and 2012, in the city of Concepción, Chile. The city is located 500 km south from Chile’s capital, Santiago. The Greater Conception Area has a population of around one million people,
being the second largest city in the country. The 2008 data were collected in semi guided interviews with 240 people. Respondents were chosen by a random and socio-demographic quota based procedure. The study included questions regarding the respondent’s socio-demographics, their personal networks (alters’s characteristics, spatial location, frequency of interaction, and social support exchange), and a two-day retrospective activity-travel survey. More details about this dataset can be found in Carrasco et al. (35). In 2013, the previous participants were approached again, and 105 were successfully re-contacted; other 135 people served as the refreshment sample.

The 105 re-contacted respondents correspond to the core dataset used for the descriptive analysis presented on this paper, which is merged with population-wide survey, as later explained. The 2012 data collection effort included the same core socio-demographic and social network related questions as in 2008, as well as other travel aspects, out of the scope of this paper. Although the 2008 and 2012 instruments have differences on some modules, the core questions used for the analysis in this paper are the same. In particular, personal network members were elicited using the same name generator described by Carrasco et al. (8), who defined two types of social contacts: very close and somewhat close. Very close alters consist of “people with whom you discuss important matters with, or regularly keep in touch with, or they are for you if you need help”. Somewhat alters consisted of “more than just casual acquaintances, but not very close”. These definitions mark the personal network boundary with respect to the overall respondent’s social network, and thus the scope of the analysis of this paper, that is, “core” emotional members rather than acquaintances.

In this way, these dataset captures dynamics at the tie level as ego-alter relationships can i) “appear” in 2012, ii) be “lost” between 2008 and 2012, or iii) be “maintained” between 2008 and 2012. As discussed later in more detail, the model studied in this paper will not concentrate on ties that are maintained. The dynamic on each was identified using a manual matching procedure was performed by comparing the 2008 and 2012 names, and recording those that repeated, disappeared or appeared. Other key matching variables were used in a second phase, most notably gender, age, and role, as well as possible misspellings and other issues. Home locations were also matched for the remainder alters in order to explore other potential remaining matches. Finally, audio records from both instruments were also consulted, in case of doubts. Participants did not contrast directly the 2008 and 2012 alters.

Table 1 presents selected descriptive statistics from the sample, both for egos and their alters. The results show a decrease in the average number of ties by network, ranging from 16.8 alters in 2008 to 12.4 alters in 2012. In order to investigate this change and assess possible biases on the analysis presented on this paper, we compared the re-contacted and new respondents in 2014 without observing significant changes between them. We also performed qualitative interviews to selected respondents from the sample for the third time without finding evidence of a systematic biases towards the aspects studied on this paper (36). These findings are also backed up by literature that reports some cognitive issues in the repetitive collection of personal networks with no great influence on the assessment of tie variables (29; 30). Despite this result, there is a high level of dynamics on all directions (gaining and loosing ties), and one quarter of the respondents actually increase their absolute network size. In addition, tie dynamics in terms of roles follow an expected and
intuitive pattern, where family members are more stable than other roles (see Figure 1). It is important to remark that, even in the case of direct family members, it is expected that some ties could disappear in the networks since the name generator criteria in terms of emotional support and frequent interaction do not force necessarily the respondents to mention direct family members. Other interesting descriptive statistics from Table 2 suggest the relevance of emotional closeness for tie maintenance, and the lack of importance of gender homophily. Next section presents the multilevel model, which controls the multivariate nature of the phenomenon studied.

3.1.2. Adding non-existing ties

Given that the objective is to be able to model at dynamics at the population wide level, the previous dataset is insufficient since it does not include “negative” ties, that is, alters that were not tied to respondents both in 2008 and 2012. With this objective, we draw the latest Concepción’s Origin-Destination survey, which is the best available resource for a reasonable probability distribution of sociodemographic attributes.

The data fusion process between the main dataset and the O-D survey individuals is illustrated in Figure 1. For each respondent, 100 negative ties are randomly added from the O-D data; this number appears to be sufficient to lead estimation results, according to previous experiences (24). We also note that different random samples were taken for each ego and that no synthetic network was repeated throughout the 105 egos. Finally, although ties were drawn randomly, we constrained the synthetic ties to keep key socio-demographic attributes observed in the population wide dataset, in terms of distance, gender, and income level.

As a consequence, the merged dataset involves the following tie dynamic process, with two phases: an initial process and an adaptation process. The initial process (year 2008) involves two possibilities positive (existing) and negative (non-existing) ties. The adaptation process involve four possibilities: ties that appeared in 2012, ties that disappeared in 2012, ties that “never” appeared, and ties that were maintained between the two years. Given that the number of observations in the maintained ties is limited, the model does not include them. Next section describes the modeling approach taken to model the tie dynamic process.

3.2. Modeling approach

The model is adopted from the dynamic tie formation model developed by Sharmeen et al (24) based on a utility-based tie formation function introduced by Arentze et al. (9, 37). The model was developed and applied to predict the formation of a tie between two random individuals of the population. The model applies a random utility maximization approach. The utility is defined by three structural utility components related to respectively homophily, transitivity and geographical distance, as follows:

\[
U_{ij} = V_{ij}^Q + V_{ij}^D + V_{ij}^C + \varepsilon_{ij} \tag{1}
\]
where $U_{ij}$ is the utility of forming a tie between individual $i$ and individual $j$ and $V_{ij}^Q$, $V_{ij}^D$ and $V_{ij}^C$ are structural utility components related to homophily, geographical distance and transitivity (common friends), respectively, and $\epsilon_{ij}$ is an error term. Homophily refers to the notion that individuals prefer to form a tie based on the degree of similarity, transitivity accommodates the existence of common friends and geographical distance adjusts the effect of distance in formation of ties. The model therefore states that a tie between two individuals is more probable if the persons are similar in attributes, live nearby and have common friends. In this study, we leave the transitivity component out of consideration since we do not have relevant data and only look at the homophily and geographical distance effects on tie formation.

As a general assumption of the model, friendship ties are reciprocal. In other words, if person $i$ is a friend of person $j$ then person $j$ must also be a friend of person $i$. Of course, preferences may vary, but for the sake of simplicity at this stage, the model assumes that $U_{ij}$ is equal to $U_{ji}$.

To account for the opportunity of meeting a person and/or the costs (time, money) associated with maintaining a tie, the model includes a threshold utility. The threshold values may differ between persons depending on the time they are willing or able to invest in maintaining social ties and possibly other constraints. A tie is worthwhile to make or maintain when the largest value of the threshold utility is met:

$$P(i \leftrightarrow j) = \Pr(U_{ij} > \max[u_{ij}, u_{ji}])$$

(2)

where $u_{ij}, u_{ji}$ are the threshold utility values for individual $i$ and individual $j$.

The model is extended to incorporate the evolution of personal social networks (24). To incorporate the time dynamics of tie formation, the decisions of tie formation were calculated in two phases, viz. initial and adaptation phase. The attribute parameters were estimated in the initial phase and re-evaluated in the adaptation phase to cater for any changes. Contrasting with Sharmeen et al (24), who assume that changes are triggered by key life cycle events, here we assume changes over time, specifically in the course of the four years of the sample. The utility function can be defined in operational terms as follows:

$$U_{ijg} = \mu_g [V_{ijg}^Q + V_{ijg}^D + Z_{ig}] + \alpha_g + \eta_i + \epsilon_{ij}$$

(3)

where $g$ is an added index of existing condition, $\alpha_g$ is a condition specific constant, $\eta_i$ is a random error component related to agent $i$, $Z_{ig}$ is an additional term that captures the influence of the existing network on the utility of a tie ($Z_{ig} = 0$ in the initial phase), $\mu_g$ is a condition-specific scaling factor and $\epsilon_{ij}$ is a random error term as before. In the initial phase, $g = 0$ by definition and in the adaptation phase $g = 1$. Thus, in the $g = 0$ and $g = 1$ case the utility of forming a new tie in the initial and adaptation phase respectively. In this equation, the constant, $\alpha_g$, captures the threshold utility of forming a new tie ($g = 0, 1$). The structural utility terms, $V$, on the right-hand side of the equations are operationalized for the
different conditions as follows. First, in the initial phase where no tie exists ($g = 0$), the attribute-similarity utility is specified in a straightforward way as:

$$V_{ij0}^Q = \sum_k \beta_{ik} X_{ijk}$$

(4a)

where $X_{ijk}$ is a homophily characteristic between person $i$ and $j$ regarding attribute $k$ and $\beta$ are parameters to be estimated. For the adaptation phase the term is extended to account for a possible re-evaluation of the same attributes in the adaptation phase ($g = 1$):

$$V_{ij1}^Q = \sum_k (\beta_{ik} X_{ijk} + \beta_{ik}^A X_{ijk})$$

(4b)

where $\beta^A$ parameters represent adaptations of the evaluations. The distance related utility term is specified in the similar way, for the initial and adaptation phases ($g = 0$ or $g = 1$), as follows:

$$V_{ij0}^D = \theta_i \ln(D_{ij})$$

(5a)

$$V_{ij1}^D = \theta_i \ln(D_{ij}) + \theta^A \ln(D_{ij})$$

(5b)

where, $D_{ij}$ is geographical distance between persons $i$ and $j$ and $\theta$ and $\theta^A$ are related parameters. The log transformation of distance ($\ln(D_{ij})$) is implemented to take decreasing marginal utility of distance into account, which generally is assumed to be the case in tie formation models. Finally, the influence of the existing network is defined as:

$$Z_{i0} = \lambda N_i$$

(6a)

$$Z_{i1} = \lambda N_i + \lambda^A N_i$$

(6b)

where $N_i$ is the size of the existing social network of person $i$ and $\lambda$ and $\lambda^A$ are parameters to be estimated. To account for taste heterogeneity, the core parameters are included as random parameters in this model:

$$\beta_{ik} = \beta_k + \gamma_{ik}$$

(7)

$$\theta_i = \theta + \chi_i$$

(8)

where $\gamma_{ik}$ and $\chi_i$ are agent-specific error terms regarding attribute similarity and distance parameters, respectively.

The parameters have the following interpretation: $\beta^A$ parameters represent the effects of being in the adaptation phase on the way similarity is valued on the various attributes ($k$); $\lambda$ represents the effect of the current size of the network in the adaptation phase on the utility of a relationship and $\mu$ takes into account a possible scale effect on how attributes and distance are valued under the different conditions.

In sum, the above equations (3) – (8) define the model of tie formation decisions in the initial phase and adaptation phase taking the time dynamics into account. The model takes
into account taste-heterogeneity across agents (ego’s) in terms of homophily, geographical distance and base utility (threshold) for formation of ties.

4. FINDINGS

The model was estimated using a mixed-logit framework to account for the panel-structure of the data, i.e. multiple observations for the egos of the sample. The estimation was conducted in two steps. At first the scale parameter, $\mu$ (in Eq. 3), was estimated in a multinomial specification of the model. Then the data were rescaled accordingly and the model was estimated using the final mixed logit estimation with the scale parameter omitted (given that the data have been rescaled and hence the scale difference is solved). The best fitting model was obtained after evaluating random effect variations in constant, same age group, same gender and distance parameters. The log likelihood estimates and Rho square statistics display that the model has a good fit compared to a null model.

The constant is negative for the initial phase showing the all else being equal, the probability of formation of a tie is unlikely. However the constant is positive for the adaptation phase reflecting on a reverse probability. Given that parameters of the adaptation phase are to be interpreted as effects on those of the initial phase (Eq. 4b, 5b, 6b), the overall effect remains negative. This means that formation of a tie would still be unlikely in the adaptation phase, with somewhat lower intensity.

Strong homophily effects are observed for tie formation at the initial phase, in line with the concept of homophily, that individuals form ties based on the degree of similarity between them. Similar findings were also reported in the Dutch research (24).

On the other hand, heterophily effects dominate the adaptation phase, showing that ties could be formed regardless to the degree of similarity between the actors. The opposite effects in the adaptation phase may cater to the existence of a strong and steady personal social network. Sensitivity to homophily effects minimizes after one has a strong support network, in line with the findings of Sharmeen et al. (24). However, while the findings of the Dutch research showed a declining tendency towards homophily only, in this study, we have found a clear dominance towards heterophily (note the remarkably strong parameters of same age group, same gender and same occupation level in part B of table 1). However, it is to note that a direct comparison is unrealistic since, unlike this study, the life cycle approach was applied in the Dutch research.

Geographical distance has negative effects on the formation of ties in both phases. The effects minimize in the adaptation phase though. Thus geographical distance matters in ego-centric social networks, as expected, and reported by scholars in earlier research (23, 24, 34).

Although not significant in the initial phase, size of social networks (barely) positively influences the formation of ties. The effects were found to be insignificant in the Dutch research. The findings suggest that homophily, geographical distance and the size of social network are important aspects in defining the formation and evolution of ego-centric social
networks. The effects vary with time, possibly explaining the sensitivity of the existence (or absence thereof) of a stable social network.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented more empirical evidence to illustrate the feasibility of modeling personal network dynamics (tie formation), results that can be used for an activity-based, microsimulation system, for example. The interpretation of the modeling framework – which was originally defined for event based tie formation – was slightly extended in order to incorporate a two wave personal network survey that occurs in an ad-hoc time frame (four years) and where only respondents had specific major life events. These data were merged with an Origin-Destination survey in order to incorporate characteristics of “negative ties”, that is, alters who are not linked with egos in both points in time, and that are obviously not observed on the two wave, dedicated dataset. In this way, the modeling framework now have a population wide scope.

The model results present several similarities and some differences with those found in the Dutch context. In fact, homophily in age, gender, and occupation level, plays different roles, depending on the modeling phase. In fact, for the initial phase (tie formation), ego-alter homophily makes a tie more likely to exist; in the adaptation phase, heterophily is the dominant force for tie dynamics. In that regard, variety seeking is a process that becomes increasingly important as time evolves. This result found in the Chilean context goes in line with the Dutch counterpart, although a decline in homophily was the predominant force in the adaptation phase rather than heterophily. Although a plausible hypothesis is that this contrast is due to the different nature of the dynamics modeled (i.e., routine change versus event based), more research is needed to disentangle the possible effects due to the different national contexts studied. This variety seeking process can also be found in the role of distance, which has a negative effect in the initial phase, but a positive role in the adaptation phase, result that is similar with the Dutch context. It is important to note, though, that the role of distance is highly heterogeneous, judging by the relative high standard deviation effect. Finally, personal network size also plays a positive role in the adaptation phase, possibly due to the likelihood of engaging with other alters and its consequences for the overall network stability.

Overall, this study illustrates the feasibility of modeling tie dynamics using a dedicated and a population wide data collection, and the conceptual insights that it can provide, especially in terms of the role of homophily on the evolution of personal networks. Further research should also incorporate tie maintenance (not analyzed here due to small sample sizes), and possibly exploring the role other contextual variables that could potentially influence these processes.
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TABLES AND FIGURES

Table 1: Selected descriptive statistics main dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Egos (105 cases)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In a relationship in 2008</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational status: working</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in 2012: younger than 25 years old</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in 2012: between 25 and 39 years old</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in 2012: between 40 and 60 years old</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in 2012: older than 60 years old</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car ownership in 2008 (at least one car)</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engages in a relationship between 2008 and 2012</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain income</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diminishes income</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increases income</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Network level variables (1,765 in 2008 / 1,304 in 2012)

New ties
- Have the same gender: 61%
- Have the same occupation: 53%

Lost ties
- Have the same gender: 62%
- Have the same occupation: 23%
Table 2: Binary mixed logit model of social ties formation (population wide prediction)
Dependent variable: tie present or absent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Estimates</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>t-stat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Initial (wave:2008) phase</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-11.60</td>
<td>-17.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same age group</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>13.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same gender</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same occupation level</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>20.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log of distance in km</td>
<td>-2.04</td>
<td>-33.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of social network (close ties?)</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. Adaptation (wave:2012) phase</strong></td>
<td>Effects on $\beta$</td>
<td>t-stat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>7.64</td>
<td>14.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same age group</td>
<td>-9.18</td>
<td>-10.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same gender</td>
<td>-0.661</td>
<td>-3.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same occupation level</td>
<td>-6.03</td>
<td>-7.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log of distance in km</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>8.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal network size</td>
<td>0.0586</td>
<td>5.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Std Dev Random Effects</strong></td>
<td>$\chi_i$ and $\gamma_{ik}$</td>
<td>t-stat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.0196</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same age group</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td>7.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same gender</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>5.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>-0.123</td>
<td>-4.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model goodness-of-fit:


# Halton draws: 200. # observations: 14418
Figure 1: Schematic overview of data fusion process